Libertas Christian School - Dress Code
Libertas asks its students to dress in a manner that is appropriate for the school setting and in good taste. For
this reason we have specific requirements for standard of dress. We ask parents to monitor their student’s
school attire. Faculty and staff members have the prerogative of asking students to change their attire when
an observation is made that the student is not following the dress code. Parents may need to bring in a change
of clothes when this occurs. Each time there is a dress code violation, a report will be filed. The student will
be allowed back in class once their attire is made appropriate. Questions may be addressed to Libertas
Administration.
Dress Code: In general, a student is expected to abide by the following guidelines while they in attendance at
school or attending a school-sponsored activity (both on and off campus). Because of the ever changing nature
of fashion and grooming trends, the dress code is subject to adjustment at any time, and the Administration is
the final authority on determining compliance with the dress code.
General Guidelines:
The attire of Libertas students must be modest, neat and clean. Clothing with offensive wording, symbols, or
pictures is not permissible. Shirts and blouses must be buttoned appropriately. Tank tops or white undershirts
are not to be worn as outerwear. Pants must be in good repair (no holes or tears), and not excessively baggy
or skin tight for both ladies and gentleman. Sweatpants and warm-up suits may not be worn in the classroom,
but are permissible for P.E. class or athletic practice and athletic events. Dress shorts are appropriate for
school dress and must be at the top of the knee. Athletic shorts will not be considered appropriate for school
dress (with the exception of P.E. class and athletic practices).
Shoes or sandals must be worn at all times. Hats may not be worn in the classroom; this also includes the
hood on any “hoodie” that is worn.
Natural hair colors are acceptable ( i.e. blonde to brunette is ok, but blond to pink, green, purple, etc. is not
acceptable without special Administrative permission, in advance. )
Visible tattoos are not acceptable.
Girls:
The following are not permissible: Any style of top that reveals skin at the waist (even when raising a hand, or
bending over), shows cleavage, or is skin tight is not appropriate. No spaghetti straps, sheer blouses, lace tops,
sleeveless dresses, or sleeveless tops are acceptable. Cap sleeves are allowed, however “cold shoulder” shirts
(sleeves which are slit, eliminated or non-existent up to the shoulder) are considered a sleeveless shirt and
therefore are not permitted. Any backless dresses or shirts are not appropriate. Hemlines of skirts or dresses
must be at the kneecap when standing. Girls may wear leggings when worn with a shirt/dress/skirt that is at
the kneecap when standing. Body piercing jewelry (other than earrings is not acceptable.
Boys:
Hair styles must be conservative with no extremes, such as Mohawks, ponytails or other unusual styles or
extreme colors. Hair should be off the collar and the eyebrows, and no longer than the middle of the ear.
Beards and mustaches should be neatly trimmed with no extremes. Wearing of earrings and body piercing is
not acceptable.
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